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FR - Thing Form Actor
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Comment:
The first version of the FR Thing from Actor included three branches:
(a) the producer of an entire Museum object
(b) the producer of a Museum object part (its main part, the painting)
(c) the current keeper of the Museum object. This is the second version of the FR Thing from Actor. The branch (a) from the first version was removed, as 
such situation does nto exist in the current real data. A new branch was added to include the current owner of the museum object. The types of the 
Actors, which are part of the thesaurus, and were presented in the first version of the diagram, were removed from the diagram. 



rso:MuseumObject
<obj/PRIREF>

FR - HasType

crm:E22.Man-Made_Object
<obj/PRIREF><obj/PRIREF/1>

rso:P46_has_main_part

P2_has_type
crm:E55.Type

rkd-object:painting

Comment:
The first version of the FR 'has type' describes the entire museum object as a painting and the part of the museum object, which 
actually denotes the painting. This is the second version of the FR 'has type'. The branch describing that the entire museum object is 
of type painting was removed. The new property rso:P46_has_main_part was used to describe the part of the museum object which 
is of type painting. 



rso:MuseumObject
<obj/PRIREF>

crm:E22_Man-Made_Object
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crm:E12_Production
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FR – Thing From Place

crm:P89_falls_within

crm:P89_falls_within

Comment:
The first version of the FR "Thing from Place" gathers three situations:
(a) a Museum object produced at a certain place,
(b) a part of Museum object produced at a certain place,
(c) the location where the Museum object is currently kept. The location is represented as a single entity taken from the thesaurus. In this representation the search 
for broader or narrower locations is to be specified in the query, e.g. Thing from Place, located in Holland.
This is the second version of the FR "Thing from Place". The branch of a Museum object produced at a certain place was removed as this situation does not occur in 
the data we have for the time being. The recursive relation of the places located in other broader locations was included in the schema. This will allow to obtain the 
hierarchy of locations of an object with the simple query 'thing from place'. This solution is more adapted to the visual interface design 
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FR – Thing From Time

Comment:
This is the first version of the FR 'Thing from Time'. This FR is postponed for the next development iteration. So, no second 
version will be currently proposed.



rso:MuseumObject
<obj/PRIREF>

crm:E22.Man-Made_Object
<obj/PRIREF/1>

crm:E12.Production
<obj/PRIREF/1/production>crm:P108i_was_produced_by
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FR – Thing Has Material

rso:PS45_consists_of_material

rkd-frame: rkd-support

rso:PS45_consists_of_material

Comment:
The first version of the FR "Thing material or Applied technique". The Material and the applied technique are represented with the same relation 
P126_employed, through a Production event.
This is the second version of the FR "Thing material or Applied technique”. In the second version the Material and the Applied techniques are split into two 
FRs. 
The material is represented through a Production event as in the first version, but also alternatively directly linked to the part of the museum object it applies 
to with the relation rso:PS45_consists_of_material.



rso:MuseumObject
<obj/PRIREF/>

crm:E22.Man-Made_Object
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rkd-technique

FR – Thing Has Applied 
Technique

Comment:
The first version of the FR "Thing material or Applied technique". The Material and the applied technique are represented with the same relation 
P126_employed, through a Production event. This is the second version of the FR "Thing material or Applied technique”. In the second version the 
Material and the Applied techniques are split into two FRs. 
The applied technique is described via a Production event through the relation rso:PS32_used_technique. Both material and applied technique are 
described as referring to a particular part of the museum object, not to the entire museum object.
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